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Abstract - Social networking service is a platform builds relations among people who share interests, activities,
backgrounds or real-life connections. Communities in a social network are the gathering places for the people
with common interest. Social network analysis is in high demand nowadays for the increasing number of users.
They involve themselves into different communities. They share post, their views, what they like etc in
communities. So it is important for them to find suitable communities where they have common factors like
friends, followers and their activities etc. In this paper, we propose a technique for recommending a community
in social network like Facebook, Twitter etc. finding strong friends from a user's friend list using clique and
quasi-clique concepts introduced in graph mining and also using user’s area of interest, we recommend suitable
communities for a user in a social network.
Keywords-social network analysis and mining, data mining, strong friends, social media, clique, quasi-clique.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth and exponential use of social digital media has led to an increase in popularity of
social networks and the emergence of social computing. In general social networks are structures made of social
entities that are linked by some specific types of interdependency (e.g. friendship, common interest, beliefs, or
financial exchange). Recommendation system like social graph generation & forecasting using social network
mining, finding strong groups of friends, finding popular friends in social network are well known. In this paper
we develop a recommendation system for user’s communities. Day by day community is increasing with the
rapid growth of social users. Nowadays we see the vast activity of social life. All those community can't be
suitable for a particular social users. Communities in a social network are the gathering places for the people
with common interest. So it is important for them to find suitable communities where they have common factors
like friends, followers and their activities etc. They involve themselves into different communities. We then find
those friends who are connected with a suitable community based on finding strong friends from a user's friend
list and using quasi-clique technique.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Recommendation of suitable communities for a user in a social network based on strong friends and user
interest is a key factor for building a better relationships among people.
A current social networking application such as Facebook, twitter, linked in etc allows the users to
create the community or group by themselves. There is no such suggestion for community
creations or
recommendation of existing communities for the users. Lack of this feature is a major drawback of existing
social networking applications. Recommending or suggesting the communities or groups for the users plays a
vital role in building the good relationships between the people
Limitations - No Suggestions for community creations, No Recommendations of Communities, Lack of user
satisfaction, Less reliable and Less Efficient, Lack of customized services for the users.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Proposed system is a new social networking application similar to facebook, twitter etc. Proposed
system provides the services according to the users area of interest. Proposed system recommends suitable
communities for a user in a social network. Proposed system establishes better relationships among
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users/people. Proposed system recommends the communities for the users based on users common factors such
as friends, followers, posts and activities. Proposed system makes use of a technique called as “quasi clique” for
community recommendation. Proposed systems satisfy the users to a better extent.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
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V. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
System design and analysis contains Logical Design & Physical Designing, logical designing describes
the structure & characteristics or features, like output, input, files, database & procedures. The physical design,
which follows the logical design, actual software & a working system. There will be constraints like Hardware,
Software, Cost, and Time & Interfaces.


User Requirements

Application mainly contains 3 users, namely –
 Administrator - Administrator is one who maintains the entire application. Admin is owner of the
application.
 Visitor - Visitor is a person who visits to the application. Visitor is a new comer to the application.
Visitor has only limited accessibility.
 Member -Member is person who receives the services from the application. Member is a service
receiver. Community recommendation is a key service provided by the proposed system.


Modules



Administrator has the following modules :
 Login Module - In this module, administrator gets login to the application by giving login id and
password. Whole application contains only one administrator. The admin id and password is set in the
database once the application is deployed in the server.
 Add Community Types - In this modules, administrator of the website adds the new community types,
updates or delete the existing community types. Adding the community types gives the suggestions for
the users for community creations.
 Set Keywords for Community Type - Here administrator sets all possible keywords for each
community type. Setting the keywords classifies the shared information into a particular type. This is
one time updation.
 Create Communities - In this module, administrator creates communities such as friends, relatives,
college, school etc. Here administrator creates the communities based on the type.
 View Registered Users [Members]- Here administrator can view the members profile.





Visitor has the following modules :
View Basic Information [home page, login page, registration page]
Displaying the Top Existing Communities
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 Registration Module - Here new users can get registered to the application by giving their details such
as user id, password, name, Date of Birth etc. During the registration process the user gets an id and
password, using this id and password users can get login to the application and can make use of
application services.


Member has the following modules :
 Login Module - In this module users can get login to the application by specifying their credentials such
as user id and password and can make use of application services.
 Profile Updating - In this module users can update their profile details such as general profile details,
contact details, educational details, personal details, and professional details etc.
 Notifications - Here users can view the notifications send by other users of the website such as friend
request, events, friend request approval, new communities etc.
 Find Friends - Here users can search for friends based on school name, college, profession, city wise,
area wise, user name, Email Id and can send the friend request, once the request is approved users can
share the information such as text messages, pictures, videos etc with each other.
 Information Sharing Module - The main objective of the application is to share the information. Here
website users can share the information such as text messages, pictures and videos with others.
 Post Comments - Here users of the website can post the comments for the postings in their walls and
can share their opinions regarding the postings such as text messages, pictures, and videos
 Community Recommendation Module - This is the key service given by the application. In this
module, system recommends suitable communities for a user in a social network based on user interest
in order to establish better relationships among users/people. System recommends the communities for
the users based on users common factors such as friends, followers, posts and activities
VI. DEFINITIONS

Input – Users common factors such as friends, followers, posts and activities.
Output – Recommendation of Communities [based on user's interest and strong friends]
Normalized Interaction Strength - We calculate the normalization value of interactive strength for every
friend by dividing the interaction strength with the total number of interaction to his all friends.
Cumulative Normalized Interaction Strength - Cn=Cn-1 + Bn
Minimum Strength - Minimum strength (minstr), minimum strength value (minstr) is the threshold or base
value for recognizing strong and weak friends.
Strong Friends - Strong Friends (sui), we define Sui= {s1, s2…sn} as a set in descending order based on
nisui,fj. When the cumulative normalized interaction strength (nisui,fj) exceeds the minimum strength value
(minstr) we consider up to those friends as a strong friend set. The set indicates that the user (ui) is most likely
going to interact with these friends.
VII. ALGORITHMS
7.1 Identification of User's Interests
1.
Extract the user posts from the server (Mi)
2.
Tokenization [keyword extraction method]
3.
Classify the user posts
4.
Identify the user's area of interest
7.2 Strong Friends Prediction
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Scan the Friend database and community database
Normalization [normalized interaction strength](nisui,fj)
Predict the cumulative normalized interaction strength [Cn=Cn-1 + Bn]
Set Minimum strength (minstr)
Recognizing sui and wui - Check if(CNIS<minstr)
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Add to strong friends
Only consider those communities(Cui)[based on user's area of interest] which contains strong friends.
Calculate the normalized interaction strength(nisui,fj) based on the community.
Recommendation – display the communities(Cui) in the descending order.
If no communities which contains strong friends then
calculate the normalized interaction strength(nisui,fj) for all communities
Recommendation – display the communities(Cui) in the descending order.
VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we work through two main processes. Those are selecting strong friends and user’s interest
and then applying quasi-clique technique to recommend a suitable community for a particular user. Usually
when we work on some huge database it will take more time to check as well as to compare. But if we represent
the database in a graph and work on that graph then it will be time consuming and easily understandable. As in
our calculation a portion of a user’s friends is accessed at a time so it is faster and we can visualize easily. Our
future plan is to simplify our algorithm and add experimental results on real social network data.
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